
ALSO AVAILABLE AS CAP-MOUNT MODELALSO AVAILABLE AS CAP-MOUNT MODEL

HELLBERG INNOVATIONSHELLBERG INNOVATIONS

Clockwise from top right:
 - Simple-to-operate mode button and large volume knob
 - Plug-in system accepts all of our microphone models
 - Multi-function LED indicator
 - Noise suppressing electret microphone (three models available)
 - Single-point pressure system allows headband model to easily pivot
    for neckband use
 - Battery charge socket doubles as standard audio input jack for use with
    two-way radio, MP3 player, cell phone or any other compatible device

GLOBAL BLUE
TWO-WAY NOISE ATTENUATING HEADSET FOR WIRELESS BLUETOOTH®
CONNECTION TO PORTABLE RADIOS, CELL PHONES, AND COMPUTERS



CLEAR COMMUNICATION IN HIGH NOISE ENVIRONMENTS

The Hellberg Global Blue Headset is designed for wireless interface with your existing two-way radio, cell phone, or 
computer.  It provides the following crucial benefits while working in medium-to-extreme noise environments:
 - Rechargeable lithium battery delivers up to 10 hours of talk time on a single charge
 - Supports Voice Command calling
 - Full Duplex with Sidetone for ultimate safety
 - Up to 20m wireless connection to radio (adapter required)
 - Protection from damaging noise levels
 - Clear reception of all incoming messages from the communication device you are synchronized with
 - Clear transmission of your speech over your communication device to receiving party

ATTENUATION VALUE  (with electronics turned off)

Freq. Hz 125 250 500 1k 2k 3.15k 4k 6.3k 8k NRR CSA
Mean value 18.0 20.3 32.0 35.0 34.5 38.1 39.8 40.3 39.7

25 A
Std. deviation 3.1 1.8 2.8 2.8 2.7 1.5 2.3 2.4 2.5

COMMUNICATION ELECTRONIC PROTECTION SYSTEM (CEPS)

Two-way radios can intermittently emit high signals which can be harmful to 
your hearing.  All Hellberg headsets are equipped with a special electronic filter 
(CEPS) which effectively removes these signals and limits all sound over the 
speakers to a maximum of 80 dB.

NOISE SUPPRESSING ELECTRET MICROPHONES

To ensure that all of your speech is clearly transmitted, Hellberg headsets offer 
three different high performance electret microphones.  These microphones 
are robust enough for the most challenging industrial conditions and excel in 
high noise environments.

MODELS AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Model Description NRR CSA Di-Electric Warranty Weight
75100-004 Headband with boom mic for high noise 25

A YES One Year

362g
75100-164 Cap-mount with boom mic for high noise 24 374g
75101-004 Headband with throat mic for extreme noise 25 362g
75101-164 Cap-mount with throat mic for extreme noise 24 374g
75102-004 Headband with boom mic for extreme noise 25 362g
75102-164 Cap-mount with boom mic for extreme noise 24 374g

Please refer to our website for more technical details, test data, and our complete line of accessories.
Proudly made in Canada
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